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We saw a comprehensive approach to hybrid data management.
We saw multiple highlights today

1. **Actian X** – absolute market and thought leadership with Actian X – years ahead of the competition..

2. **Actian NoSQL** – deep innovation in the NoSQL space, leveraging core Hybrid capabilities to add “instant-on” Graph Analytics as-a-Service..

3. **Actian Zen** – adding Hybrid Data capabilities to already industrial strength embedded data management, from Intel to ARM..

4. **Actian Vector** – Spark extensions for Vector permanently raise the bar for all Analytic Databases..

5. **Actian DataConnect** – mastery of complex, multi-party data exchange crushes the Customer Onboarding challenge..
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Sneak a peek over the horizon

What’s next from Actian in Hybrid Data innovation

• Extending our leadership in Hybrid Data – think support for Image, Video and other emerging Data and Metadata formats

• Actian as “ARMs” merchant to a billion IoT Edge Devices

• Hybrid Data Analytics – think the full spectrum of analytic techniques, from BI to Graph to Discovery to ML & AI; on premise or in the Cloud

• The Actian DataCloud – think DaaS: Data as a Service; your App Data “activated” anywhere and everywhere

• Integration Fabrics – think of distributed Integration Agents deployed in a hyper-connected world, but managed via a central console
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To see new Hybrid Data opportunities

• Enrich your App Ecosystem with Advanced Analytics, on-premise or in the cloud

• Extend your App with the power of multi-model data management and polyglot persistence

• Modernize your App Infrastructure for Cloud and Mobile consumption

• Add plug-n-play Integration to your Solution

• Enter altogether new markets like IoT
Time to act is now!

1. Assess and develop a strategy for a phased approach to embrace Hybrid Data in your organization

2. Schedule a free health check with us to determine your readiness for GDPR and to validate your disaster recovery plans

3. ID areas where you can harness data-driven innovations including Spark powered ML and graph analytics

4. Evaluate how DataConnect 11 can steam integration between premise and cloud resources

5. Sponsor an Actian X or Actian Vector pilot on premise or in the cloud
Thank you!